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Implemented:
Camera/Documents

1. Refinement of filters set and parameters in set “Auto”.
2. Modified the procedure of autofocus’ call.
3. Added full preview of images.
4. Added progress bar for applying changes at the filter settings during document’s 

editing.
5. There was not transition from the Camera to the selected by user folder for saving 

images.
6. The opening of the image for editing has been taken a lot of time.

Readers
1. Added settings of hyphenation for epub format.
2. Implemented the line spacing for texts and epub formats.
3. Implemented the possibility of opening of the window with list of available fonts on 

the area where the font was selected.
4. Added the ability to open htm/html files at browser via the context menu of the 

Library.
5. Finalized text encoding settings.
6. Updated notes design (type - picture screen).
7. Improved scrolling process in the content, bookmarks, notes.

Settings
1. Modified installation/removal of packages.
2. Added processing of path availability for saving images (case of sd-card absence).

Other
1. Added the possibility to adjust the volume with the rear paging buttons in audioplayer.
2. After removing headphones from the audio jack, the audioplayer is paused
3. Improved navigation system of notification and applications bars.

Fixed:
Camera

1. Device has «frozen» with turned on camera and screen lock.
2. During the creation of multiple images the camera has been run with a delay.
3. The exit from apps Camera/Documents with the help of key Home has not been 

working out from the first try.
Documents

1. After renaming the file in app Documents there were other files instead of needed.
2. After rotating an image at the app Documents the part of the picture has been cut 

off.
3. The document has been removing after two renaming.
4. After adding photos to an existing document the panel has been disappeared.
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Library
1. There has not been reset of the path to memory selection step (internal/external) 

in the Library.
2. Wrong transition from the Send-to-PocketBook to the Library (instead of Send-to-

PocketBook there was a transition to any other folder in the Library).
3. Transition from Send-to-PocketBook to Library through the main menu.
4. When a search has been evoked from the Control Panel the Library has opened.
5. At the Library in the search mode has been disappeared screen keyboard after the 

repeated call.
Other

1. The reset of Sent-to-PocketBook password has been called after closing the help 
window.


